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The Shia Hazara of Pakistan;
A Community Under Siege
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

T

his report summarizes the increasingly precarious situation of the Shia Hazara community of
Quetta, Balochistan, including some 300,000 to 400,000 people. Historically hard-working,
peaceful, and law-abiding citizenry of Pakistan, the Shia Hazara of Quetta now find themselves
effectively abandoned by a Pakistani state that once considered them an indispensable
asset. Overtly, it is the Lashkar-e-Jhangvi, a once sanctioned now banned terrorist organization that
claims public responsibility for the anti-Shia killings in Quetta and professes as their goal the complete
annihilation of the Shia Hazara people from Pakistan.
At the same time however, the Shia Hazara are also the victims of a more insidious problem: the Pakistani
state’s inability to prosecute sectarian murder and hate crimes and its demonstrated tendency to support
known terrorist groups and individuals for so-called strategic purposes. As a result, the Shia Hazara of
Quetta must protect and advocate for themselves. Over the past ten years, they have attempted, through
a range of legitimate tactics to draw attention to the injustice being waged against their community, all
of which have amounted to naught. Their convening of this report represents an urgent last resort. It is
also an unprecedented attempt at documenting the specific incidents of terrorist violence and the general
patterns of negligence and ineptitude carried out by the Pakistani state.
•

PURPOSE: Its purpose is to raise awareness among the international human rights community
regarding the unchecked, systematic campaign of mass-murder and intimidation being carried out
against them. The narrative in the report highlights the complicity of Pakistan’s federal and state
law enforcement agencies in refusing to arrest or prosecute individuals and organizations that
profess as their goal the complete extermination of the Shia Hazara people.

•

EXACERBATING FACTORS: The report also makes note of exacerbating factors in the
Province—including Baloch-led violent insurgencies and separatist movements, Saudi-financed
religious radicalization, spillover from the war in Afghanistan, and the Talibanization of Quetta
City. At the same time however, the report also makes clear that, unlike other conflicts in
the province, the violence perpetrated against the Shia Hazara of Quetta is unprovoked, and
unidirectional. While relatively small in number, this once indispensable and widely respected
ethnic community, has now become an unintentional and utterly tragic victim of the larger
unraveling of the Pakistani State.

•

BACKGROUND: In concrete terms, this report provides a concise body of information
regarding the background of the Shia Hazara in Pakistan, their reasons for transmigration from
Central Afghanistan beginning in the 1890’s, their historical status within the civil and military
services of Pakistan since 1947, and the recent changes that have caused the destabilization and
extreme vulnerability of this once prosperous community.

•

RECORD OF VIOLENCE: The report also provides a detailed record of the incidents of
mass murder and assassinations taking place since 1999, though the community itself, as well
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as numerous national media and human rights organizations, have already published extensive
documentation in this regard.
•

COMMUNITY EFFORTS TO CURB PERSECUTION: The report highlights how the Shia
Hazara have attempted to protect themselves through legitimate means; including appeals to
local law enforcement agencies and the judiciary, interethnic negotiations and the convening of a
Grand Jirga in the Spring of 2007, formal pleading for intervention from the federal government
of Pakistan, and finally, beginning in the Fall of 2011, construction of security checkposts and
physical barriers at all points into and out of the two main Hazara neighborhoods of Quetta,
resulting in the “ghettoization” and perilous immobility of nearly 400,000 people. In the absence
of any form of protection from the Pakistani state, elders and senior leaders of the Hazara tribe
are increasingly desperate to preserve the morale and social fabric of the tribe. Families with
the means to flee the city already have, while the remaining Hazara youth are almost universally
disillusioned and searching for economic opportunity elsewhere.

•

METHODOLOGY: The bulk of the documentation and primary source material for this report
was gathered through a five-day fact finding mission to Quetta conducted by the authors in late
November of 2011. The research included numerous visits to the sites of suicide blasts and
roadside massacres, meetings with delegations of business, political, and civil society leaders,
and interviews with victims and their families. The quoted material is first person narrative from
members of the Hazara community unless indicated otherwise.

Introduction: The Massacre at Mastung
Late in the afternoon of September 20th 2011, a group of 37 men, women, and children from the Shia
Hazara community of Quetta boarded a commercial bus bound for the Pakistan-Iran border town of
Taftan. As religious pilgrims their intent was to reach the border, some 600 kilometers from Quetta, then
transfer onwards to various Shia holy sites in Iran and Iraq.
Instead, after traveling for only two hours over approximately 40 kilometers, their bus was intercepted
by two truckloads of heavily armed men in broad daylight on the side of a major national highway, N25,
which links Quetta to Taftan. Wielding AK-47’s and rocket propelled grenade launchers, the unmasked
attackers boarded the bus and demanded that all 26 male Shia Hazara passengers identify themselves and
disembark. The driver and ticket-taker, both Baloch and Sunni, were told to remain on board alongside
the eight women and three female children ages 11 to 16.
The attackers corralled the men and boys atop a roadside embankment, forced them to sit facing the
windows of the bus, and began discharging their semi-automatic weapons at point blank range. In five
minutes of continuous firing, 26 men and boys lay dead or dying, their blood draining quickly and quietly
onto the rocky desert of western Balochistan. Then as casually as they had arrived, the assassins returned
to their vehicles and drove back down the N25 highway toward Quetta, in plain view of oncoming traffic
including media, relatives, volunteer first responders, and eventually, the local district police.
The massacre at Mastung took approximately 30 minutes from start to finish during which time not a
single vehicle passed the site of the attack (according to the surviving female passengers interviewed
by the author of this report), indicating the attackers had blocked traffic in both directions. Yet months
later the Crimes Investigation Department (hence referred to as CID) of the Balochistan Police Force not
located or interviewed a single witness who may have observed the attackers on the highway that day.
This includes any of the police and military (Frontier Corps) personnel who were assigned to the various
security checkposts located along the highway between Mastung and Quetta.
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Despite repeated requests from the Balochistan High Court, which has now held four daylong proceedings
regarding the massacre (26/9/11, 4/10/11, 16/11/11, 13/12/11), the CID has been unwilling or unable to
present any physical evidence or testimony to support the case, aside from a two-page transcript of the
interview conducted with the bus driver at the scene of the attack.1 Ironically, the murderers themselves
have provided the only piece of evidence in the case thus far: a grainy video depicting the entire massacre
from start to finish, which they posted on YouTube and so-called Jihadist websites in mid-November 2011.2
		

*				

*				

*

While the Massacre at Mastung may seem particularly brazen to those unfamiliar with the dynamics of
sectarian killing in Pakistan, it is for the Shia Hazara community of Quetta disturbingly familiar. For the
Shia Hazara and all citizens of Pakistan, the incident has provided a glaring example of the impunity and
brazenness with which sectarian terrorists operate in Balochistan. A few key conclusions about Mastung
are generalizable to nearly all incidents of sectarian terrorism taking place in Pakistan in recent years.
Firstly, no preventative measures are taken to ensure the safety and security of Shia pilgrims, who are
well known to be prime targets of sectarian terrorists. In this case, the “Shalimar Transport Ltd” bus
departed in broad daylight, unaccompanied by police, from a crowded bus station in a neighborhood of
central Quetta notorious as a terrorist staging ground. The Deputy Inspector General (DIG) of Police,
Balochistan’s top security official, publicly blamed the Baloch-owned transport company for failing to
notify the police and obtain permission for their proposed travel route.3 The company in turn claimed it
did notify the local police commander but received no response. Regardless, 20 minutes after leaving
the station, the Mastung-bound bus was stopped at the final (“Area A”) police checkpost located on the
outskirts of Quetta city. The driver provided an itinerary and passenger manifest to the commander of the
checkpost who either chose to take no further action or, as many Hazaras now suspect, played a role in
notifying the attackers of the bus’s timing and whereabouts. The bus then travelled another 30 kilometers
passing through one Frontier Corps (paramilitary) checkpost and two Balochistan “Levies” (tribal
militias) checkposts, the last of which was located 204 yards from the site of the massacre.
Secondly, police response immediately following the massacre, including any form of crime scene or
forensic investigation, was nonexistent or at best deeply flawed. It took the local district commissioner,
whose desk is situated less than 10 kilometers from the site of the massacre, one hour to arrive at the
scene.4 The IG and other officials from Quetta city took an additional two hours, by which time local
media and grieving relatives had already trampled the crime scene. Even after the IG staff had arrived,
the scene remained unsecure and chaotic. No attempts were made to gather evidence and bodies were
hurriedly removed by volunteer ambulance workers and relatives.

1 Documentation of evidence gathering (lack thereof) by CID in the Mastung Case is presented in Appendix A; Suo Moto Petitions
2 http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=W_KIuOGzQ-4&oref=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.google.com%2Furl%3Fsa%3Dt%26rct%3Dj%26q
%3D%26esrc%3Ds%26source%3Dvideo%26cd%3D9%26ved%3D0CFoQtwIwCA%26url%3Dhttp%253A%252F%252Fwww.youtube.
com%252Fwatch%253Fv%253DW_KIuOGzQ-4%26ctbm%3Dvid%26ei%3DSfYJT6_IA4Tm0QG0_-ilDA%26usg%3DAFQjCNEHgR0W8cR
TVaAJO7w-x5-Vw5DorQ%26sig2%3DXBPsxWiEq2Q5SY8TwIjgBg&ytsession=KRHWrXHc6kezYXFFmtiL4h3GIdiFRBTeXxsi_XyC_Y5oJNQB4DKNw7i39FLP4d8nKFpECWx-6xZyxdHkHMRGBH-u0-uWQlf_KCR7NhvLbO9TdgH88Sxqi9YqpUTp-d2EW5Db6WeUgIHN5FCVGpkHnLjhZREgeCP99jt-LIhSKfLMYNl3gr9bchY7wEWlBPkJ-4mj0ky2VRRG9oMyxYGHgdgmqzl6DzVw1UQHat-R86qKezGpPp7hMBkJIw6LruBQkgT5HwSOMQra2ItByKIkwn_EV6gkb7FroSise1odpRE&has_verified=1
3 The Express Tribune, “Mastung sectarian killings: Committee formed to probe massacre,” September 22, 2011. Accessed on 11/12/2011 from:
http://tribune.com.pk/story/257922/mastung-sectarian-killings-committee-formed-to-probe-massacre/
4 The Express Tribune, “Sectarian atrocity: 29 killed in Mastung, Quetta ambushes,” Accessed on 11/12/2011 from: http://tribune.com.pk/
story/256419/gunmen-attack-bus-in-balochistan-20-killed/
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As a final grisly conclusion to the day, at approximately 7:00 p.m. that evening, another group of three
Shia Hazara men (ages 22, 25, and 28), who were travelling by car to the scene to search for missing
relatives, were intercepted by the same attackers at a traffic light on the outskirts of Quetta. In another
brazenly impudent act of roadside ambush, the attackers sprayed the vehicle with AK-47 fire, killed two
of the three men inside, and drove off.
To this day, neither the Balochistan provincial government nor the Federal Government of Pakistan has
taken any substantive action to investigate the massacre or arrest the known leaders of the banned terrorist
organization, Lashkar-e-Jhangvi, which immediately claimed responsibility for the attacks. On October
4th, when the incident was first brought before the Balochistan High court, the Crimes Investigation
Department (CID) admitted to having interviewed only one witness, the driver of the bus, and having
gathered no forensic or crime scene evidence whatsoever. Their lead investigating officer admitted
that he had made no attempt to interview any of the 11 surviving witnesses. Nor had he made any
attempt to trace the two vehicles used by the attackers, known through survivors’ accounts to be a white
pick-up truck and a grey Land Cruiser. He had also not made any attempt to contact Frontier Corps or
Levies force personnel to enquire whether two such vehicles had passed through one or more of the six
checkposts situated on the road between Quetta and Ghonja Doori. The Barrister for the case, Iftikhar
Raza Khan, requested that the CID provide a detailed map of all locations relevant to the case, including
those pertaining to the first massacre as well as to the second, smaller attack near Saryab Road Customs
area. As of the December 13th third round of hearings in the case, the CID had still failed to produce any
such documentation or evidentiary details in writing.
As a result of the provincial government’s failure to investigate the massacre, the Chief Justice of
the High Court of Balochistan, Qazi Faiz Essa filed a separate “Suo Motto” petition, on behalf of the
Balochistan Bar Association against the Governments of Balochistan and Pakistan, demanding an
appropriate investigation and if necessary intervention from the federal judiciary. For its part, the
Government of Pakistan, has offered nothing but empty public statements claiming those responsible will
be brought to justice and other such attacks will be thwarted.

Section One: Background
Section 1: Background
Gunmen disembarked Hazara Pilgrims from the bus, carrying passengers to Iran, and opened fire in a Mastung Area of the Balochistan on September 20th 2011
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Section 1: Background
1.1 The Shia Hazara of Quetta; an Historical Overview
The Shia Hazara people of Pakistan, are a Persian-speaking ethnicity of predominantly Mongolian
descent that emigrated from central Afghanistan to Pakistan beginning in the 1890s. They are not to be
confused with the Hindko-speaking and predominantly Sunni Hazara (Hazarewal) of Northeast Pakistan,
a native population of Indo-Aryan descent.
In order to grasp the unique predicament of systematic violence facing the Shia Hazara of Pakistan, it is
first necessary to understand how the population—estimated today at 300,000 to 400,0005—came to live
and thrive in Quetta, the administrative capital and military garrison city of Balochistan. Beginning in
the 1840s, Hazara men from what is today the Bamyun and Hazarajat region of Afghanistan, began to
migrate across the border to colonial India to work as heavy laborers in quarries and road construction.
During the first Anglo-Afghan War (1838-1840) many Hazaras from Afghanistan enlisted in the BritishIndian Army as scouts and infantrymen. In the early1890s, during the rule of the so-called Iron Emir of
Afghanistan, Abdul Rahman Khan, the Hazara people of central Afghanistan began their mass-emigration
and permanent settlement in what is today Quetta city.6
The first to arrive in Quetta in the late 1800s took menial jobs in British-run mining and construction
companies. Several hundred worked as laborers on roads and railways including the Bolan Pass connecting
Quetta and Karachi. Starting in 1904, several thousand Hazara men enlisted as soldiers and infantrymen
in the Hazara Pioneers, a British colonial regiment based out of Quetta consisting of eight companies that
served throughout South Asia, North Africa, and the Middle East during World War I. Others joined the
colonial government of British Balochistan as agents of a rapidly expanding civil service. Still more came
to start small businesses and cottage industries that thrived alongside the colonial economy of Quetta.7
During this period, the British took keen notice of the Hazara’s rigorous work ethic and their dedication to
the progress and upward mobility of the tribe. As a result, they increasingly came to rely upon the Hazara
to fulfill critical military and civil service positions that could not be staffed by British subjects. At the
same time, many first generation Hazara children born in Quetta began to receive formal education in
British-run schools and as such became inculcated in colonial values and the notion of reward for service.
This in turn led to a kind of social integration of the small but hard-working Hazara population into the
fabric of life in British-run Quetta. The Hazara’s relatively successful integration stands in stark contrast
to the British attitude and approach toward the much larger native populations of the Province, namely the
Baloch/Brahui and Pashtoon.
As Partition approached in the 1940s, the Shia Hazara of Quetta, now nearly 50,000 strong, had
established themselves as the key civil and military workforce of the province, while the Baloch and
Pashtoon populations were systematically excluded from the activities and benefits of colonial statebuilding. Following the creation of Pakistan in 1947, Balochistan remained a semi-autonomous, federally
administered region, nominally governed by the Khan of Kalat and his local vassals and sardars.
Following the disastrous one-unit scheme established to counter the Bengali majority of then East Pakistan,
Balochistan was finally regularized into a federated province of Pakistan in 1969. In the same year,
Hazaras of Quetta were recognized by the national government as an indigenous tribe of Balochistan and
given full rights accordingly.

5 H. Gazdar, S. Ahmad Kaker, I. Khan, 2010; Buffer Zone, Colonial Enclave or Urban Hub? Quetta: Between Four Regions and Two Wars;
Collective for Social Science Research, Karachi, Pakistan. February, 2010. Working Paper no. 69
6 K. B. Harpviken, 2008
7 S.A. Mousavi, The Hazara of Afghanistan
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1.2 Modern Day Quetta; Demographics and Demarcations
The city of Quetta which houses the Shia Hazara of Pakistan today is an ethnically and linguistically
divided city with different ethnic groups living in separate areas that are clearly distinguishable by the
local population. The total population of Quetta city (urban district) is today estimated at between 1.1 and
1.3 million people.8 Of this approximately 250,000-350,000 (25%) are Shia Hazara, 500,000-600,000 are
Pashto-speaking Pashtoon, and 450,000-550,000 are Brahui and Baloch.9 In addition to the residents of
urban district, it is estimated that an additional 500,000 people or more live in outlying rural areas within the
Quetta Valley and enter the city on a regular basis for economic activities. A small but increasing proportion
of Quetta’s population is also comprised of recent settlers from Sindh, Punjab, and other parts of Pakistan.
The demographic make-up of the city has steadily evolved from the colonial period, during which
time the combined British and Hazara settler population made up the largest majority (70%)10 of urban
residents. Today hundreds of thousands of Baloch and Brahui migrants in search of economic opportunity
and resources continue to alter the city’s demographyThe Pashtoon population, initially the largest native
population of the city (recorded at 30.1% in 1901), has continued to keep pace proportionally with the
expanding population of Quetta and is today estimated at 34% of the total.11
Quetta is and has always been neatly divided between its major ethnic neighborhoods. Figure 1 on page 8
shows the demarcations of Hazara, Pashtoon, and Brahui/Baloch neighborhoods in relation to the military
Cantonment and other key landmarks of Quetta city. It is important to note that despite Quetta’s clear
ethnic demarcations and underlying political-ethnic grievances of the Baloch/Brahui nationalists, the city
itself has and continues to remain free of inter-ethnic conflict.12
Owing to their significant presence in the British and later Pakistani Army, the vast majority of Shia
Hazaras entering Quetta settled in close proximity to the Cantonment, in what is now the densely
populated neighborhood of Marri Abad. Marri Abad runs south from the Cantonment, and is bordered
on the west by steep hillsides and the commercial district of Alamdar Road on the east. As a result of its
strategic location, Marri Abad was, until the Eid-Gah bombing of August 31st, 2011, largely impenetrable
and free of terrorist violence.13
The other major Shia Hazara neighborhood of Quetta, known as Hazara Town, is located at the opposite
(eastern) extreme of the City. It was established in the late 1980s by a prominent Hazara businessman as
affordable housing for lower-income Hazara families of Quetta as well as recent Hazara arrivals fleeing
the Talibanization of Afghanistan. The approximately one hundred thousand residents of Hazara Town
live surrounded on all sides by Pashtun and Baloch neighborhoods, making them vulnerable targets
whenever ethnic or sectarian tensions flare in the city. Its male residents work mainly as day laborers and
merchants. As such they must travel the breadth of the city on a regular basis and often make use of the
public bus depot at Saryab Road. As a result, approximately 80% of the victims of the five most recent
incidents of Hazara killings have been residents of Hazara Town.14

8 Government of Pakistan, Population Census Organization, 2011. Accessed on 3/12/2011 from: http://www.census.gov.pk/publications.php
9 IBID 8
10 Khan, G. M. 1989 [1934]. Census of India, 1931: Baluchistan (Volume IV). Lahore: Government of India.
11 Government of Pakistan. 2001b. 1998 District Census Report of Quetta. Islamabad: Population Census Organization
12 The only documented exception to this was a one-month period in 1988 when a dispute over public transport routes through Baloch and
Pashtoon neighborhoods escalated into large-scale public demonstrations and riots.
13 See section 4.1 for a detailed description of the Eid-Gah bombing of August 2011.
14 See Appendix B for statistical summary of all attacks, including domicile and occupation of victims
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Figure 1: Ethnic Boundaries of Quetta and Selected Incidents of Anti-Shia Violence
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Section 2: Causes
2.1 Quota over Merit
In 1972 Balochistan implemented an affirmative action quota system in order to placate the undereducated
and underrepresented populations of the province. Quota positions gradually replaced merit positions and
the last generation of all-merit Hazara civil servants retired in 2004 as their educational advantages were
eroded by a system in which ethnicity was prioritized over ability.
Today the public workforce of Balochistan is approximately 95% non-Hazara, almost all Baloch and
Pashtun; whereas prior to the imposition of the quota system, Hazaras filled some 75% of all civil service
positions in Quetta. According to statistics compiled from the Balochistan Public Service Commission,
Hazara today still score on average two to three hundred points higher on civil service and university
entrance exams than do their Baloch and Pashtun counterparts.15 Yet their total share of civil service
positions has fallen from a high of 50% in 1971 to less than 5% in 2012. This is largely because the
quota system allows the Shia Hazara to compete for only seven (out of a total of 200) positions, which are
allotted to the rural districts of Balochistan. Urban Quetta contains approximately 15% of the population
of the province. In the rural districts of the Province, where the majority of Balochistan’s 7.9 million
people live, civil service competition is so inadequate that Baloch and Pashtun applicants have little
incentive to achieve higher than a simple passing score of 350 out of 1100.16
The effect of this positive discrimination in the absence of substantive economic and social development
for tribal peoples is twofold. Firstly, a majority of the Province’s civil servants, including police officers,
civil engineers, and administrators, are incapable of conducting the basic administrative tasks of their
jobs such as reading, writing, and analysis in English. They are accepted and tenured into the system
despite lacking these essential competencies and therefore become lifelong liabilities for the Government
of Balochistan. As a result, the essential functions of the Province have begun to collapse and the
government is helpless to shift course. The second effect is that, with 5% representation in the civil
service and effectively less due to fear-driven absenteeism, the Shia Hazara no longer have access to
the positions of power that formerly allowed them to secure their fate as Locals in an otherwise hostile
province. They are now effectively shut out of the power structure of the Province and instead must reply
upon unsympathetic and largely incompetent officials to advocate on their behalf.
As a means of adaptation, the Shia Hazara have begun to shift their professional and educational focus
to the private sector, namely banking and telecommunications.17 Unfortunately this has not helped to
compensate for their loss of political power and leverage over the security apparatus of the province.
They’ve used their wealth to build smaller and smaller private islands in a sea of hostile unknowns, while
those that can afford to have long since left the province or the country.

15 Balochistan Public Service Commission, results updated December 2011. Accessed 3/12012 from http://www.bpsc.gob.pk/Result.HTM
16 For example, in the Gwadar district, with population of 198,000 people, 4 seats are reserved for MBBS exam, while urban Quetta with a
population of 1.2 million is allotted seven.
17 In the past ten years, well-to-do senior members of the community have endowed or constructed several new management and business
administration-focused technical colleges, including the Major Nadir Ali School of Management Sciences, a multi-million dollar university complex capable of housing 600 students.
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2.2 The Taliban in Quetta
Another factor giving rise to the Hazaras’ increasing vulnerability in Quetta is the extensive presence
and movement of the Afghan Taliban and Pakistan-based ‘Tehreek-e-Taliban’ inside the city limits. This
includes both the so-called ‘Quetta Shura’ comprised of Mullah Omar’s former Taliban regime and the
more numerous but transient members of the Waziristan based Pakistani Taliban who use Quetta as a
base for hospitalization and ‘R&R.’ Though some propagate the notion of an ongoing Pashtoon-Hazara
ethnic conflict in Quetta (as a spillover from the massacres of Mazar-i-Sharif in 1992), there is absolutely
no evidence of such a dynamic in Quetta. The Shia Hazaras and Pakistani Pashtoons have lived
harmoniously in Quetta for the past 100 years. The difference nowadays is that, as strategic assets of the
Pakistani state, both the Afghan Taliban and Waziristan-based Haqqani fighters must be given complete
freedom of movement and assured protection inside Quetta. The result is that neither the provincial
police nor the federal military are willing to disturb the Taliban safe-haven in Quetta for the sake of
protecting the Shia Hazara.
2.3 State Support for Sectarian Terrorism and the Laskar-e-Jhangvi
State support for sectarian terrorism in Pakistan has its roots in the mid-1980’s under the military
dictatorship of Sunni fundamentalist, General Mohammad Zia-al-Haq. During this period Zia used
the apparatus of the Pakistani state to foist a conformist brand of Sunni religious conservatism on an
otherwise moderate and pluralist Pakistani society. He worked to create a quasi-Islamic legal order with
ordinances that punished and discriminated against non-Sunni minorities, restricted female inheritance
and property rights, made blasphemy a crime punishable by death, and promoted Sunni doctrine as
official state policy through school textbooks, public media, and state-run bureaucracies such as the
Ministry of Religious Affairs. He also enacted a program of cultural “Islamization” akin to that of Saudi
Arabia, including the banning of alcohol and various forms of public entertainment, dictating appropriate
forms of dress for women and men, and co-opting of science and academia by religious scholars and
unqualified pseudo-scientists.18
Alongside these ubiquitous legal and cultural shifts, the Zia dictatorship also worked covertly to propagate
radical sectarian organizations under the guise of religious charities and political parties. Of these the most
prominent was and remains to this day, the Sipah-e-Sihaba (SeS). Founded in the busting commercial
district of Jhang, SeS drew strong support from Punjab’s new urban upper-middle class business owners
and merchants, the majority of whom were Sunni. Publicly, the SeS proclaimed Pakistan a Sunni state and
Shias non-Muslims worthy of death. It used its radical ideology and propaganda to convene large rallies
and gain popular support from amongst the undereducated (predominantly Sunni) rural population.
The underlying or effective purpose however, was to create a counterweight to the economic hegemony
and pro-democracy political influence of feudal landowners in Central Punjab, the majority of whom were
Shia. The SeS was thus a partnership of convenience between the Zia dictatorship, eager to consolidate
its control over pro-democracy agitators, and the newly wealthy merchant class of central Punjab, looking
for new forms of bargaining power over the traditional feudal landowners of the region. The SeS and its
urban merchant class members received strong state support through the mid 1990s, from both the Zia
and Nawaz Sharif regimes. Though the organization was nominally banned in 2002, the foundation for a
new era of sectarian violence in Pakistan had already been laid.
An ever-more radical spinoff of SeS, the Lashkar-e-Jhangvi (LeJ) is perhaps the most virulent and
destructive product of religious sectarianism in Pakistan. Established in 1996 due to conflict over
leadership within the SeS—and banned only five years later by Pervez Musharraf under U.S. pressure—

18 Zaman, MQ, “Sectarianism in Pakistan: the radicalization of Shi ‘i and Sunni identities;” Modern Asian Studies, 1998. Cambridge Univ.
Press (p68-79)
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the LeJ today claims responsibility for nearly all incidents of sectarian terrorism occurring throughout
Pakistan and Afghanistan. Its founding chief Riaz Basra was assassinated in 2002 then seceded by Akram
Lahori and Malik Ishaq. Lahori and Malik have been imprisoned in central Punjab jails on and off for the
past ten years, but purportedly continue to direct LeJ operations from lavish jail cells replete with mobile
phones and private visitation rights. As of this writing, Malik Ishaq, along with his second-in-command
Ghulam Rasool Shah have both been freed from house arrest and are currently travelling the country
freely, giving sermons and convening large rallies.
LeJ has also in recent years claimed responsibility for an increasing number of high-profile terrorist
attacks on non-Muslim religious minorities and foreign citizens living in Pakistan, including one on the
U.S Consulate in Karachi as well as a Church bombing in Islamabad frequented by foreign officials.
According to testimony19 provided by the RAND corporation before the Committee on Homeland
Security in the U.S House of Representatives, the LeJ belongs to the Saudi-backed Deobandi school of
Sunni Islam, rather than the indigenous South Asian school known as Barelvi. It is widely believed that
LeJ has close working relationships with Taliban groups including those of the Waziristan based Haqqani
family and Mullah Omar’s Quetta Shura. The Lashkar-e-Jhangvi and other Sunni Deobandi groups have
at different times received protection by the Pakistani state or at the least been allowed to carry out their
sectarian agenda without the interference of law enforcement.
Today, the Shia Hazara of Quetta serve as LeJ’s “softest,” most concentrated and defenseless target. As
such the Shia Hazara of Quetta hold the distinction of having the highest proportion of LeJ victims of any
Shia ethnic group in Pakistan.20
While Pakistani law enforcement officials have made occasional attempts to arrest and imprison various
militants affiliated with the LeJ,21 the vast majority of known LeJ operatives remain at large and operate
with complete impunity, particularly in the province of Balochistan. Moreover the open operation of LeJ
affiliated religious schools in Quetta city and surroundings allows new crops of young militants trained
in the ideology of hate and religiously justified violence to continue massacring and intimidating the
defenseless Shia Hazara.

Vehicle attacked on Spinny Road-Quetta killing women and children

19 Fair, C.C., “Antecedents and Implications of the November 2008 Lashkare-Taiba (LeT) Attack Upon Several Targets in the Indian Mega-City
of Mumbai,” CT-320 March 2009 Testimony presented before the House Homeland Security Committee, Subcommittee on Transportation Security and Infrastructure Protection on March 11, 2009 accessed from: http://www.rand.org/pubs/testimonies/2009/RAND_CT320.pdf
20 According to the non-partisan Pak Institute for Peace Studies Annual report 2010 (IBID 15), the Hazara of Quetta are victimized by the LeJ at a rate
of approximately 350 per 100,000 inhabitants, or nearly twice the rate of the second most victimized ethnic group, the Pashto speaking Turi of Parachinar.
21 South Asia Terrorism Portal, Pakistan > Terrorist Group > Lashkar-e-Jhangvi. P 14. Accssed from: http://www.satp.org/satporgtp/countries/
pakistan/terroristoutfits/lej.htm
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Section 3: The Violence
3.1 Introduction
The proceeding section provides a detailed synopsis of the systematic violence facing the Shia Hazara
community of Quetta, depicted in three phases, from the early 1980s to present. Figure 3.1 below reveals
the underlying and ultimate intent of their 20-year program of systematic violence and intimidation:
nothing less than the complete extermination of the Shia Hazara people from Pakistan. The one-page
photocopied letter was distributed anonymously at night on the streets of Marri Abad during August of
2011. Several weeks later, the LeJ followed through on its threat to attack Hazaras in their homes when it
detonated a massive car bomb on a crowded street near the Hazara Eid-Gah of Marri Abad.
Figure 3.1: LeJ’s open letter to Shia Hazara residents of Marri Abad
All Shias are wajib-ul-qatl (worthy of killing).
We will rid Pakistan of [this] unclean people.
Pakistan means land of the pure, and the Shias
have no right to be here. We have the fatwa
and signatures of the revered ulema in which
the Shias have been declared kaafir [infidel].
Just as our fighters have waged a successful
jihad against the Shia-Hazaras in Afghanistan,
our mission [in Pakistan] is the abolition of this
impure sect and people, the Shias and the ShiaHazaras, from every city, every village, every
nook and corner of Pakistan. Like in the past,
[our] successful Jihad against the Hazaras in
Pakistan and, in particular, in Quetta is ongoing
and will continue [in the future]. We will make
Pakistan their graveyard — their houses will
be destroyed by bombs and suicide bombers.
We will only rest when we fly the flag of true
Islam on this land. Our fighters and suicide
bombers have [already] successfully operated in
Parachinar, and are awaiting orders to operate
across Pakistan. Jihad against the Shia-Hazaras
has now become our duty. Our suicide bombers
have successfully operated in Hazara Town on
May 6, and now our next target is your houses
in Alamdar Road.
-The Principal, Lashkar-e-Jhangvi Pakistan

3.2 Propaganda
The first phase, taking place from the early 1980s until the mid-1990s, can be described as incipient
propaganda, the most common expression of which is Shia Kafir (Shias are infidels). According to the
older residents of Quetta interviewed for this report (both Shia and non-Shia), prior to 1981 there was a
negligible presence of anti-Shia propaganda in Quetta, or anywhere else in Pakistan for that matter. Prior
to the early 1980s, the germ of radicalization had yet to be sown and Pakistan remained largely pluralist
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and convivial. Then came the decade of Zia-al-Haq, which for the first time in Pakistani history made
official policy of propagating sectarianism and the notion of wajib-ul-qatl, or religiously justified murder.
For the Zia regime, this was a rational policy decision given the need to motivate and transform what
would otherwise be seen as an anti-Soviet proxy war carried out by mercenaries into a more compelling,
anti-infidel, holy war carried out by Mujahadeen.
In enabling this program the Zia administration had two primary backers, the first of which being key
officials inside the United States Government who perceived Sunni radicalization to be a useful, if risky,
tactic in mobilizing the full brunt of the Pashtoon tribesmen against the Soviet Union. On the other
hand, Zia also harnessed the financial and moral support of the Saudi royal family, who saw the Sunni
radicalization of Pakistan not as a mere tactic for ensuring short-term victory in Afghanistan, but as a full
fledged strategy to instill their distinct brand of Wahabi philosophy and culture deep in the heart of South
Asia, thereby tightening the noose around Iran and shifting the geo-strategic balance of power in the
Muslim world back toward the Arabian Peninsula.
Off the battlefield, cultural radicalization had a gradual but equally insidious effect on Pakistani society.
From 1980 to the late 1990s, the Government of Saudi Arabia spent nearly 700 million US dollars in
Pakistan, directly subsidizing the construction and tuition costs of over 20,000 new madrassas, serving
millions of children across the country.22 These financial transfers were carried out through licit means,
whereby a village cleric would submit an application with a signature of authorization from their local
District Commissioner (DC) and receive the funding some months later in a check. At the same time,
the Saudis were also pouring in financial support, through unregulated remittance channels known as
Hawala, to support armed jihadi groups and to make strategic alliances with senior Deobandi clerics who
accepted Wahabi ideology as their own. The Saudis were seen as supporting community development
and education through their funding of rural madrassas. Propagating anti-Shia hatred was a necessary if
unintentional outcome of this relationship.
The first messages of Shia Kafir were scrawled on the walls of Quetta City as early as 1981. According
to senior members of the community, this was considered a “disconcerting” but largely immaterial
phenomenon for the Shia Hazara of Quetta. On the whole they managed to ignore the new phenomenon
and continue working diligently as they had in decades past.
3.3 Targeted Killings 1999-2003
The first phase of physical violence against the Shia Hazara of Quetta began suddenly, on October
5th, 1999 at approximately 2pm in the afternoon. Sardar Nisar Ali Hazara, member of the Balochistan
Provincial Assembly and Minister for Education, exited the gate of his office located in Quetta’s highsecurity secretariat zone, accompanied by his driver and bodyguard. Just before entering their vehicle,
two men approached the group on foot and shot them at point blank range with semi-automatic weapons.
The driver, Safdar Ali and Bodyguard Najaf Ali, were killed immediately, while the minister Sardar
Nisar Ali Hazara lay bleeding, mistakenly left for dead by the attackers. At the time, such public carnage
was totally unprecedented in Quetta, but at the same time not entirely unexpected. After 15 years of
smoldering anti-Shia propaganda on the streets of Quetta, the Lashkar-e-Jhangvi led campaign of hatred
had finally morphed into physical violence and would accelerate rapidly from there.

22 CRS Issue Brief IB93113, Saudi Arabia: Current Issues and U.S. Relations, and CRS Report RL32499, Saudi Arabia: Terrorist Financing
Issues; accessed on 11/12/2011 from: fpc.state.gov/documents/organization/61473.pdf
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From 1999 to 2003, 17 high-profile members of the Shia Hazara Community were assassinated in broad
daylight in and around the streets of Quetta. The killings were carried out with complete impunity and
not a single perpetrator has to date been brought to justice. The basic effect of the Phase II target killings
was to demonstrate the ease and impunity with which LeJ assassins could operate on the streets of Quetta.
The formula was simple. The attackers would wait in crowded commercial areas, usually outside the
workplaces of their intended victims, quickly open fire on them and then casually disappear into the
crowd. Below are several notorious examples from this period.23 It should however be noted that target
killings of Shia residents in Quetta continues unabated today. For example, on November 29th, 2011, a
non-Hazara (Balti) Shia named Danish Ali, lecturer in computer science at Balochistan University was
killed while walking to work near Saryab Road. LeJ claimed immediate responsibility for the attack.
•

On August 15th, 2001 at approximately 4pm, Ali Madad Changazi, a senior employee of the State
Bank of Pakistan, was shot dead ten yards from his office near Jinnah Road in the Sibi neighborhood of Quetta. The killer escaped with no trace.

•

On August 28th, 2001, at approximately 6pm Abid Abbas Naqvi, Professor of Engineering at the
University of Balochistan, was gunned down by unknown assailants while shopping near Saryab
Road.

•

On September 13th, 2001, at approximately 11am, Syed Arshad Hassan Naqavi was shot dead on
the roadside just beyond the gates of Balochistan University. Arshad, 30, was walking from the
University with his father Atiq Hassan Naqvi, Professor of Sociology, who was seriously wounded in the attack. The unknown killers fled on motorcycle.

•

On March 16th, 2002, senior civil servant and deputy director of Quetta Merchants Association,
Muhammad Essa Saqib, was murdered by unknown assailants in broad daylight beside a wellknown department store on Saryab Road. The attackers fled on motorcycle.

•

On March 17th, 2002, senior customs official, Haji Muhhamad Jan, was murdered while sitting
inside his government office near Bolan, approximately 60 kilometers from Quetta. The killers
escaped by car and were never apprehended.

•

On May 3rd, 2003, unknown attackers shot and seriously wounded Dr. Syed Suqalain Naqvi, outside his medical clinic located in the Sibi neighborhood of Quetta.

•

On May 31st, 2002, jewelry shop owner, Haji Abdul Ghafoor, was murdered while sitting inside
his store located in Satellite Town Quetta. The killers escaped by walking out of the office into
the crowded street below.

•

On June 6th, 2003, Civil Servant and Vice President of the Local Imambargah (Shia Mosque),
Syed Niaz Hussain Shah was gunned down and killed in front of his office on Saryab Road,
Quetta.

•

On 6th April 2010, Bank Manager, Syed Arshad Zaidi was gunned down and killed in front of his
bank branch on Jinnah Road Quetta.

•

On 22nd June 2009, Lawyer and Business men, Syed Talib Hussain was gunned down and killed
near his office on Fatima Jinnah Road Quetta. He was Vice President of Shia Conference Balochistan.
On 7th Sep 2009, Engineer and Business man, Engineer Ahmed Ali Najafi was shot dead in his
office in the wood factory on Sirki Road Quetta.

•

23 All incidents of killings of Shia Hazara in Quetta have been documented by the Hazara community itself (see: hazaranation.com), by the
news media, and by civil society and research institutes such as the South Asia Terrorism Portal (see: http://www.satp.org/satporgtp/countries/
pakistan/terroristoutfits/SSP_tl.htm)
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•

On 1st Oct 2009, Advocate High Court, Walayat Hussain was shot dead on Kasi Road while returning from his office.

•

On 12th Oct 2009, Chief Inspector Mines, Mohammad Ashraf was shot dead in front of his office
at Sarib Road Quetta.

•

On 17th Aug 2009, Heart Specialist, Syed Abid Zaidi was gunned down in front of his clinic at
Fatima Jinnah Road Quetta.

•

On 26th Jan 2009, Chairman Hazara Democratic Party and Travel Agent, Hussain Ali Yousafi was
shot dead near his office at Jinnah Road Quetta.

The above is a partial list and does not include an additional 14 attempted murders which resulted in near
misses or severe bullet wounds to the intended victims.
3.4 Target Killings and Mass-Murder (2003 to present)
Phase III or the contemporary spate of violence has been characterized by a continuation of highprofile assassinations alongside an increasing number of massacres and mass-murders that seek to
indiscriminately target any members of the Shia Hazara community of Quetta. The first of the massmurders took place on June 8th, 2003, when 12 Shia Hazara police cadets were gunned down by LeJ
attackers. The cadets were on route from their homes in Marri Abad to the police training facility near
Saryab road, when the two attackers on motorcycle intercepted their van at a traffic circle. They opened
fire on the exterior of the vehicle with high powered weapons, killing 12 and injuring 9.
One month later, it became clear that target killings would no longer be isolated events and had in fact
escalated to large scale massacres. On July 4th, 2003, three LeJ gunmen stormed the Imam-Bargah Kalan
on Mikangi Road during Friday prayers and opened fire with AK-47s and grenades for ten minutes on the
more than 500 worshippers gathered in the central hall of the mosque. The assault resulted in the deaths
of 47 Hazara men and boys and more than 65 men women and children injured. It was now apparent that
the LeJ-led program of sectarian murder, that had been targeting Shias elsewhere in Pakistan, was now
focused on the Shia Hazara as a primary target. In the days following the massacre, the stunned Shia
Hazara community launched massive demonstrations throughout Quetta city demanding the provincial
government provide law and order and justice. In response the DIG police of Balochistan in collaboration
with Frontier Corps personnel rounded up approximately 25 suspects, although not a single one of these
has ever stood trial.
Eight months later, on March 2nd, 2004, the LeJ carried out their most brazen attack to date, slaughtering
36 Shia Hazara men and boys, the youngest of which was 5 years old, as they processed through Liaqat
Bazar, just two blocks from the Balochistan Governor’s house. In their trademark style, LeJ attackers
opened fire indiscriminately with AK-47s and grenades from four separate rooftop locations surrounding
the street. The attack was highly coordinated. Attackers held their positions and continued firing for
approximately 20 minutes, while police assigned to guarding the processional scrambled for cover. In the
ensuing chaos, police began firing on the crowd itself, killing five Shia Hazara men. Nearly 30 minutes
after the attack began, Hazara men and boys were still scrambling to take cover and the scene appeared
as a war zone. The days following the attack again witnessed massive demonstrations in the streets of
Quetta. And again in response, the police rounded up a number of alleged suspects though none were
ever to stand trial.
Since the LeJ-led mass-murder campaign commenced in 2003, there have been at least 24 additional
mass-murders resulting in a total of 268 people killed. Below is a brief statistical compilation of these
attacks, with the full compendium given in Appendix B.
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Figure 3.2: Incidents of mass-murder against Shia Hazara of Quetta: 2003-2011
Date

Location

Number
killed/wounded

Age Range
of victims

Type

1.

6/8/2003

Saryab Road, Quetta

12 / 9

19 to 26

Roadside massacre

2.

7/4/2003

Imam-Bargah Kalan, near
Marri Abad, Quetta

47 / 65

5 to 88

Attack on religious event

3.

3/2/2004

Jaloos Ashura, Liaqat Bazar,
Quetta

36/94

7 to 65

Attack on religious event

4.

3/19/2005

Dargah Fatha Pur, 40 km
from Quetta

7/2

17 to 51

Roadside massacre

5.

5/30/2008

Jinnah Town, Quetta

5/6

30 to 52

Roadside massacre

6.

7/19/2008

Hazara Town, Quetta

6/12

17 to 35

Roadside massacre

7.

9/20/2008

Kirrani Road, Quetta

5

18 to 50

Roadside massacre

8.

11/18/2008

Kashmirabad, Saryab Road,
Quetta

4

18 to 30

Roadside massacre

9.

11/21/2008

Shabaz Town, Quetta

5

25 to 38

Attack on miners

10.

1/14/2009

Saryab Road, Quetta

6/4

40 to 54

Attack on police checkpost

11.

2/24/2009

Barma Hotel, Saryab Road,
Quetta

5

unknown

Attack on Hazara owned
Hotel

12.

3/1/2009

Double Road, Quetta

2

20 and 46

Attack on Hazara owned
Engineering Shop

13.

3/3/2009

Eastern Bypass Road

5

30 to 46

Roadside massacre of
laborers

14.

3/23/2010

Aktharabad, Quetta

3

unknown

Roadside massacre of
fruitsellers

15.

4/16/2010

Civil Hospital, Jinnah Road,
Quetta

8

28 to 50

Attack on Hazara police
guards posted at Civil
Hospital

16.

6/20/2010

Archer Road, Quetta

3

23 to 30

Roadside Massacre

17.

9/3/2010

Youm-al-Qudz Rally, Mezan
Chowk, Quetta

63/ 83

7 to 74

Suicide Bomb at unsecured
religious rally

18.

10/28/2010

Masjid Road, Quetta

5

18 to 60

Attack on Hazara owned
Factory

19.

12/15/2010

Karam Khan Road, Quetta

3/1

unknown

Roadside massacre

20.

5/6/2011

Brewery Road, Quetta

7

unknown

Roadside massacre of coal
miners

21.

5/18/2011

Goharabad, Kilikamalo, 30
km from Quetta

5

unknown

Roadside massacre of fruit
sellers

22.

7/30/2011

Spini Road, Quetta

8/4

unknown

Roadside massacre

23.

8/31/2011

Hazara Eid-Gah, Marri Abad, 13/26
Quetta

4 to 72

Suicide car bomb attack

24.

9/20/2011

Ghonja Doori, Mastung, 60
km from Quetta

14 to 68

Roadside Massacre of
religious pilgrims
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26/5

3.5 Syed Abbrar Hussain Shah; another victim of the Pakistani State’s failure to provide Law
Enforcement for its Citizens
At approximately 2PM on June 16th 2011, Syed Abbrar Hussain Shah, Deputy Director of the Pakistan
Sports Board, three-time boxing Olympian and recognized Sitar-e-Imtiaz (hero of the nation), was
murdered in broad daylight by “unknown attackers.” The murder was carried out by motorcycle borne
attackers, following a predictable formula. They parked and waited at the main gate of Syed Shah’s
government run office at the Ayub Stadium Complex. Just as he was exiting onto the street, the attackers
sprayed his vehicle with AK-47 fire, then casually returned to their motorcycles and drove off. He
survived for four hours with a bullet in his brain and three in his the torso, while images of his bloodied
body were widely displayed acrosss Pakistani media. Following his death that afternoon, Lashkar-eJhangvi telephoned local television stations to claim responsibility for the killing and vowed to continue
their program of “purifying Pakistan” until all Shia Hazara were eliminated from Quetta.
The murder of this notable member of the community was carried out with the same brazen modus
operandi seen in other attacks by the LeJ on the Shia Hazara. One difference was that it evoked a louder
and slightly more sustained response from Punjabi political and media elite. However, even with the
additional days of editorializing and talk show deliberations, no effort whatsoever has been made to
investigate or prosecute the case. In this way, Syed Shah’s met the same apathy afforded to the deaths
of Shia Hazara coal miners and fruit sellers who were killed in roadside massacres during the following
summer of 2011. The crime scene was dismantled and washed down hours after the incident. No
forensic or criminal investigation of any sort was conducted. No effort has been made to arrest, detain,
or question known suspects. More than a year after Syed Shah’s killing his relatives can still be found
weeping at his graveside and demanding justice.
In the days following his killing, Prime Minister Yousaf Gilani promised a personal effort to bring the
killers to justice. However in later months, neither the Prime Minister, nor the President, nor the Army
Chief of Staff have been able to disrupt the capacity of the Lashkar Jhangvi to carry out attacks against
the Shia Hazara.
3.6 Blame the Victims: Mezan Chowk Suicide Bombing – September 3rd 2010
In the days leading up to the event held on September 3, 2010, the leaders of the Quetta Shia Conference,
a local group of Shia leaders, had worked closely with DIG of Police of Quetta to plan the proposed route
and location of their annual march and rally to commemorate the Shia holiday of Yum-al-Qudz. For
several weeks prior to the rally, Shia Conference members had received telephone calls from purported
LeJ members threatening death for any public demonstrations. In light of these, the rally organizers
proceeded with caution under the pretense that police would provide adequate perimeter security so as
to prohibit any would-be attackers from entering the relatively small march and rally (of approximately
200 people). According to Mussarat Ali, Vice-president of the Shia Conference, a final meeting between
police officials and rally organizers was held the evening of March 8th, at which time, police assured the
rally organizers that all was in order and that their event would be secure.
The march commenced the following morning at 10am, proceeding in a circular route around the
downtown. It culminated at a traffic roundabout, called Mezan Chowk, located at the head of Alamdar
Road, and marking the beginning of the Hazara neighborhood of Marri Abad. At Mezan Chowk, some
150 attendees carried flags and chanted slogans for approximately one hour. While the police had
accompanied the march to Mezan Chowk organizers reported that they abruptly left around 1:30pm. At
2:00 pm, a suicide bomber hiding inside a motorcycle rickshaw detonated himself killing 63 people and
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injuring at least 83 many of them children. The attack was captured on closed circuit television and can
be accessed on YouTube.24
The following day, the DIG of police filed a First Incident Report (FIR) against the organizers of the rally,
claiming they had violated the terms of their procession permit by processing outside of the secretariat
zone. The FIR further asserted that Balochistan Provincial police had verbally instructed the organizers
of the terms of the permit on September 2nd but no written documentation of the route was available.
The survivors of the attack claimed that the police had intentionally abrogated their duty by following
the procession to Mezan Chowk but then not remaining on duty to secure the perimeter of the rally. Shia
Conference leaders believe the FIR was a ploy that allowed the DIG of police to shirk his responsibility
to investigate the attack. In the week following the attack, an LeJ spokesman, calling himself Ali Sher
Haider, claimed responsibility for the attack and said his outfit will continue to target the Shia Hazara
community until they are no longer present in Quetta.25

Section 4: Responses
In the face of escalating violence, the Shia Hazara community has pursued a range of tactics in their
effort to draw response and relief from the Pakistani government and society at large. The community
has engaged various domestic human rights organizations, including the Human Rights Commission of
Pakistan (HRCP) and the Pakistan Institute of Peace Studies, to tell their stories and publish narrative
and statistical accounts of the violence. At the same time, Hazara religious leaders, politicians, and
retired civil servants have developed their own programs of localized advocacy, agitation, and social
mobilization. Hazara advocacy groups include Majlis-e-Wehdat Muslameen (MWM), Shia Ulema
Council (SUC), Shia Action Committee (SAC), Hazara Qaumi Jirga, and Balochistan Shia Conference.
These groups have published informal reports depicting the type, frequency, and details of sectarian
violence, massacres, and target killings in Quetta. Recently they have also taken to organizing
conferences and public speaking events such as the “Azmat-e-Shohada” Conference in which a series of
resolutions were issued demanding that the government of Balochistan and Pakistan take action to protect
the Community.26
In the continued absence of response from local law enforcement or Federal agencies, the Hazara
community has taken upon itself the responsibility of preventative measures and documenting the details,
forensics, and physical evidence of each attack. The organization most responsible for the photographic
documentation included in this report is the Hazara-run volunteer ambulance service, Noor Welfare
Society. Often arriving on the scene of attacks well in advance of local police, Noor Welfare society
has gathered and catalogued hundreds of photos, a selection of which can be found in Appendix C.
Working in partnership with Noor, Hazara Nation, an online information portal (www.hazaranation.com)
has catalogued the names of the dead and injured and compiled key demographic statistics of all those
murdered and injured since 1999. A copy of their victims database can be found in Appendix B.

24 http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fNoXApOiUHg
25 “L-e-J group claims responsibility for suicide blast in Pakistan’s Quetta”. Xinhua News Agency. 3 September 2010. Retrieved from: http://
news.xinhuanet.com/english2010/world/2010-09/03/c_13477509.htm
26 Shiite News Portal, “Azmat-e-Shohada Conference Quetta: Shia leaders give 20th Nov deadline to the Government to fulfill 6 demands” 29
October 2011, accessed on 11/12/2011 from: http://www.shiitenews.com/index.php?option=com_content&view=article&id=3609:azmat-e-shohada-conference-quetta-shia-leaders-give-20th-nov-deadline-to-the-government-to-fulfill-6-demands-&catid=57:pakistan&Itemid=37
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4.1 Prosecution of LeJ Attackers
Documentation gathered by Noor Welfare Society and the Hazara Nation has been used to support formal
legal proceedings against LeJ attackers. In September 2007 after years of inaction, the Balochistan High
Court brought to trial a group of the five most notorious members of the LeJ in Balochistan, including
Usman Saifullah Kurd and Shafiq Rehman, the two senior most leaders. The trial was concluded in less
than two weeks and all five defendants were found guilty. Kurd was sentenced to death and Rehman life
in prison, while the other three received lesser jail time. According to the Hazara Advocate, Mohammad
Ali Chengazi, who was present during the proceedings, the trial was largely a formality, with minimal
evidence submitted by the court-appointed lawyers and minimal deliberations required as the accused
proudly proclaimed their guilt and made repetitive threats throughout the trial to continue killing Shias.
According to Pakistani political experts and observers present in 2007, the order to arrest, prosecute, and
sentence LeJ members in Balochistan was sent directly from President Pervez Musharraf himself. As a
part of his “enlightened moderation” program, Musharraf had finally decided to eliminate the long since
banned sectarian terrorist group from Pakistani soil. During this period hundreds of sectarian terrorists
were rounded up and placed in federal Anti-Terorrism Force (ATF) prisons throughout Pakistan. This led
to a dramatic decrease in incidents of violence between early 2006 and late 2007. Indeed during the two
years that Kurd and Rehman were kept in ATF prison in the Quetta Cant, incidences of sectarian violence
in the province decreased to near zero.27
This brief period of hopefulness ended abruptly as Musharraf’s political standing declined precipitously in
2008 and the state sponsors of sectarian terrorism again regained their stranglehold on Pakistani society.
This coincided with the January 29th 2008 “escape” of Kurd and Rehman from their cells inside the ultra
high security ATF prison, itself located deep inside the military cantonment of Quetta. According to Hazara
officials working inside the ATF prison at the time (interviewed by the authors of this report), the pair
simply vanished from their cells in the middle of the night, walked outside, were swopped up by a waiting
vehicle and whisked off the compound. Four Hazara officers assigned to guarding Kurd and Rehman had
been inexplicably erased from the duty roster earlier in the week. No other guards were ever questioned by
the authorities. No investigation was carried out and the entire episode was quickly forgotten about. All
signs point to “orchestration from the upper most levels of the military establishment.”
In the months following the escape, the LeJ carried out several high profile assassinations of Hazara
officials including the murder of a police constable, Juma Khan, and an advocate, Ghulam Qureshi, both
of whom were visibly involved in the trial of Kurd and Rehman.
As a means of circumventing the failed judicial and law enforcement processes, the Hazara Qaumi Jirga
has taken it upon themselves to submit formal petitions and grievances to the President of Pakistan Asif Ali
Zardari. Their most recent letter, submitted October 21st 2011 outlines the nature of the systematic violence
facing the Hazara, their historical extraordinary contributions to Pakistani society, and a comprehensive
set of recommendations beginning with the arrest and detainment of all known LeJ terrorists. To date the
leaders of the HQJ have received no response to their 15-page petition or repeated follow-up phone calls.
Submission of the petition coincided with a two-month sit-in conducted by Nasir Ali Shah, Hazara member
of the national parliament. Prime Minister Yousaf Gilani succeeded in ending Shah’s sit-on by making
personal assurances to intervene in Quetta, though four months later, no action of the sort has materialized.28

27 See Appendix B
28 Let us Build Pakistan, “A lonely voice: Nasir Ali Shah’s mission to save Shia Hazaras,” December 10th, 2011; accessed on 14/12/2011 from:
http://criticalppp.com/archives/60501
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Left with no other options and feeling unsafe in their own communities, the Shia Hazara have been forced
to resort to establishing private security schemes and armed self-defense militias. It must be emphasized
that such action on the part of the Shia Hazara community of Pakistan is entirely unprecedented. The root
cause for this shift is that on August 31st a suicide bomber detonated a massive 200-kilogram car bomb
deep in the heart of the Marri Abad, the Hazara’s historically tranquil neighborhood of central Quetta.
The bomber’s intended target was the Hazara Eid-Gah, a large outdoor courtyard where hundreds of men,
women, and children were gathered to pray in celebration of the end of Ramadan. By chance he was
blocked from entering the narrow lane leading to the gate of the Eid-Gah by a stalled vehicle. Failing in
killing hundreds, the bomber chose to detonate himself at a crowded intersection, killing only 12 people
four of which were women and young children.
The elders of the Hazara community then quickly worked to establish a private security system, named
Nadir Security. They built 18 perimeter checkposts and staffed them entirely with retired Hazara police
officers and privately trained Hazara guards. The scheme was initiated on September 19th, 2011 and
continued effectively for two months. Then in mid-November of 2011, the DIG of Police intervened,
complaining with exaggerated effect that the Hazara had become “a state within a state.” In response he
took over and regularized the checkposts, forcing the community to accept as their protectors uniformed,
non-Hazara officers, who had already proved themselves to be entirely unresponsive to local needs. A
surprise visit to several of these checkposts conducted by the authors of this report in late November
revealed the on-duty officers to be blatantly inattentive, more often than not sitting and drinking tea or
using their mobile phones. Vehicles were observed passing freely in and out of the checkposts while the
guards neglected to conduct even cursory vehicle searches.
4.2 Suo Moto Petition – A Legal Channel of Last Resort
On September 26th, 2011, six days after the Mastung Massacre, the Chief Justice of the Balochistan High
Court took Suo Moto notice of the incident requesting a full investigation and noting that provincial law
enforcement, ATF, and Frontier Corps had thus far failed to reveal any evidence or suspects in the case.
The Chief Justice requested that the High Court Bar Association and Balochistan Bar Association be
included as petitioners and both the Government of Balochistan and Pakistan with concerned departments/
agencies be named as respondents. The lead Barrister for the petioners is a young, British educated
Hazara named, Iftikar Raza Khan. Barrister Khan was interviewed extensively in Quetta by the author of
this report and provided all court documents and submissions in the case. According to his accounts and
information contained in the court documents, the following is a summary of the Suo Moto petition.
•

Two days after the attack, on September 22nd, full authority to investigate the incident was handed
over from Inspector General of Mastung District to Provicncial CID (Crimes Investigation
Department). Yet on October 4th, 2011 when the BHC called the second hearing on the case, the
CID had failed to gather any evidence in the case with the exception of a two-page transcript of
an interview with the bus driver. It is also noted that the bus driver gave a near identical account
to several news media stations who conducted live, on-scene reporting on the day of the attack.

•

The Government of Balochistan and Frontier Corps (paramilitary wing of the national army) was
requested to prepare and submit to the court a detailed map showing all pertinent locations in the
attack. The map was expected to include the exact bus route, FC, Levies, Police, and Customs
checkposts, location of the second, related attack in Aktarabad, and all possible escape routes of
the attackers. On 4th of October 2011 an inadequate map was submitted showing only the site of
the main incident. Detailed locations of checkposts were omitted. Then on 12th December 2011,
additional details were added to the map but the site of the second attack was still omitted, as the
CID claimed it was unrelated to the subject of the suo motto pettion.
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•

On Sept 26th, Syed Ayaz Zahoor and Kamran Mullah Khail, advocates for Pakistan Bar Council
questioned the constitutionality of the suo motto petition by the BHC. The advocates expressed
concern that because the incident had become hotly politicized, some may attempt to thwart proceedings by referencing Asma Jahangir’s position that Chief Justice of provincial high court does
not have authority to raise a suo moto petion.

•

At the time of the third hearing on November 16th, it was learned that the CID had yet to interview any of the personnel assigned to the various security checkposts positioned along highway
N25 between Quetta and Mastung. It was learned that at least three Levies Forces checkposts
were located in close proximity to the attack - at Ghonga Dori (204 feet from the site of the attack), Kush (2 kilometers from the attack site), and Kushab (6km). By November 16th, the CID
admitted it had made no attempt to contact the various members of the local Levies Force checkposts as these are considered “B” Area falling under tribal authority and jurisdiction.

•

On December 12th, 2011, CID had yet to interview any of the known 11 survivors. It was suggested by Barrister Khan that the CID should visit the homes of the survivors as they are all
women and children and most likely still traumatized. Barrister Khan provided a list of the addresses to facilitate the CID in locating the witnesses.

•

On October 4th, it was discussed that the LeJ, a banned terrorist organization, had claimed responsibility for the massacre and contacted several media outlets demanding that their written
statement be aired publicly. Barrister Khan submitted to the court that under Anti-Terrorism
Act of 1997 (Sections 11-B/D), it is illegal for any media outfits to publish or even mention the
statements of banned terrorist organizations. It was suggested that the Court attempt to hold said
media outlets accountable and block future publications of LeJ statements.

•

The court postponed a decision on the constitutionality of the suo motto petition, as representatives of the Supreme Court Bar Association of Pakistan and International Jurists Commission of
Geneva had failed to respond to the BHC with an opinion. The next proceeding of the suo motto
case was set for March 21st 2012, at which time it was expected that the CID would have completed all outstanding investgations, interviews, and evidence gathering.

Section 5: Conclusion and Recommendations
As can be seen through the exhaustive record made in this report, the Hazara are a small peace loving
community whose location, visible features and religious practice have left them at the center of a firestorm. In a milieu where law enforcement is either too weak or apathetic, extremist groups operate with
impunity and land mafias stand ready to take advantage of ethnic differences; they have become easy
targets for a variety of political, terrorist and criminal causes. In light of this situation, and the lack of
avenues of recourse available to them, the following recommendations emerge from the report.
TO LOCAL LAW ENFORCEMENT AND THE GOVERNMENT OF BALOCHISTAN
a. The Government of Balochistan must create an Independent Task Force, with members agreeable
to the Hazara community to investigate the killings of Hazara detailed in this report. The task
force must include representatives from law enforcement, the Governor of Balochistan as well as
the FC Constabulary
b. The Government of Balochistan must take action against the groups outlined in this report who
have openly targeted the Hazara and against ulema in the jurisdiction of Balochistan who issue
religious edicts (fatwas) labeling the Hazara Shia as “kafir” ( infidel) and advocating their killing.
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TO THE GOVERNMENT OF PAKISTAN
a. At the Federal level, an officer must be appointed from the Ministry of the Interior who would
be a direct focal person for the Hazara on issues of religious persecution. A satellite office of the
concerned Ministry must be established in or near Hazara town for fact-finding purposes and
to provide the community with a local representative who can address their concerns regarding
religious persecution.
b. The Hazara community must be provided an opportunity to address their concerns to the relevant
committee of the Lower House of Parliament. Elders from the Hazara community must be invited
to speak with the relevant Parliamentary Committee on the situation, so that the history and its
grim prognostications become apparent to Pakistani lawmakers in Islamabad.
TO HUMAN RIGHTS ORGANIZATIONS AND THE INTERNATIONAL COMMUNITY
While the above recommendations have been laid out to the local and Federal Government of Pakistan,
the contents of this report make it clear that the Hazara have little hope from those avenues. In light
of these realities, the input, interest and attention of the international community, global human rights
organizations, and other countries committed to the freedom of religion and against the persecution of the
peace loving Hazara can play a crucial and integral role.
a. HELP CREATE AWARENESS OF THE PERSECUTION OF THE HAZARA: One of the most
significant challenges faced by the Hazara is the fact that the low level of access foreign journalists and others have to the area makes their plight largely invisible to the international community.
This situation can be allayed by a pointed commitment of human rights organizations to advocate
on behalf of the Hazara and make their precarious situation, and easy targeting known to the
larger world
b. INCLUSION IN REPORTING: In recent decades, human rights organizations have been very
successful in shaming apathetic Governments who refuse to take action on issues faced by religious minorities. It is our concerted belief that including the crimes committed against the Shia
Hazara in their annual reporting, as well as insuring that the Government of Pakistan as well
as officials of the Pakistani military are held accountable for their failure to provide their Shia
Hazara citizens protection against militant attacks is essential to insuring that the targeting of this
community does not continue with the current impunity.
c. LITIGATION AND INVESTIGATION AT THE INTERNATIONAL LEVEL: Given the few
resources of the community and the lack of awareness of their plight, Hazaras are extremely
interested in exploring avenues for litigation both against non-state actors; the Tehreek-e-Taliban
Pakistan and the Lashkar-e-Jhangvi as well as state actors who are complicit in their targeting.
Exploratory and investigative commissions from large human rights bodies or the United Nations
set up to look into this issue could quiet literally save thousands of Hazara lives.
TO PAKISTANI MEDIA AND CIVIL SOCIETY ORGANIZATIONS
a. FRAME THE ISSUE CORRECTLY: When reporting on incidents of sectarian violence, frame the
issue as a matter of failure of law enforcement agencies and a lack of public accountability rather
than a clash of cultures or conspiracy theories. Report on the practical solutions being undertaken
to address the problem—in particular those aiming toward dialogue and popular education,
constitutional rights and due process of law. Ask difficult questions, blame and shame, and bring
to light those who in failing to do their jobs enable criminal impunity for sectarian murderers.
b. JOIN THE MOVEMENT: Partner with the movement, sign online petitions, distribute
educational materials within diverse networks, and volunteer on behalf of the movement. Attend
protest actions, rallies, and public events demanding greater accountability from law enforcement
agencies and the restoration of constitutional rights for Pakistani religious minorities.
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CONCLUSION:
The cumulative challenges of weak governments, unprotected religious minorities, and non-state actors
committed to an agenda of hatred and violence are not unknown to the world or to those who work in the
human rights arena. In this respect, the situation of the Hazara community is one in which the interest
and commitment of international actors may well be the factor that saves them from extermination. In its
current state, the Shia Hazara of Pakistan are a people whose persecution can be easily touted by non-state
extremist groups as signs of their strength and eventual overtaking of the Pakistani state. Therefore in
the continued absence of effective law enforcement and judicial response from the Pakistani state, human
rights organizations, individuals and countries committed to human rights must forcefully demonstrate
to Pakistan-based extremists that their preying on peace-loving communities shall no longer be tolerated
by Pakistanis nor by the wider world. Such an effort, consisting of lobbying, legal reform, and advocacy
in the international and domestic arenas mentioned above, should be initiated immediately and with the
utmost urgency.

The graves of martyrs of Youm ul Quds at Hazara graveyard
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Appendix A
Suo Motto Petitions regarding Mastung Massacre (Barrister Iftikhar Raza Khan)
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The Hazara students of Girls College Quetta protest against the target killing of Hazaras

The Van Carrying the Hazara Police Cadets to Police Academy

The dead body of Hazara Police Cadets before burial, killed
on Sari aab Road Quetta 8th June 2003

Victims of Jumma Prayers waiting for burial at the Hospital, 4th July 2003
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Graves prepared for the Martyres of Ashora day, March 2nd
2004 at the Hazara Graveyard Quetta

Funeral ceremony of Ashora victims, March 2nd, 2004

The Hazara victims of Ashora are being taken towards the graveyard by the procession on March 2nd 2004
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Advocate Walayat Hussain, a prominent Hazara, targeted on October 1st, 2009

The dead body of Talib Agha, Vice President of Shia Conference, killed on June 22nd, 2009
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Youm ul Quds rally bomb blast in Quetta at Meezan Chowk on September 3rd, 2010

Youm ul Quds rally bomb blast in Quetta at Meezan Chowk on September 3rd, 2010
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Bomb blast near Eid Gah on Eid Ul Fithar, August 31st 2001
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Gunmen disembarked Hazara Pilgrims from the bus, carrying passengers to Iran, and opened fire in a Mastung Area of the
Balochistan on September 20th 2011

The dead body of a suicide bomber near Hazara Town, Imam Bargah
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The Shia Hazara of Pakistan;
A Community Under Siege
Addendum
(16th April, 2012)
More than three months have passed since the initial publication of “The Shia Hazara of Pakistan; A
Community Under Siege” in early January 2012. During this time, the city of Quetta, the Province of
Balochistan, and the nation as a whole have witnessed a surge in the number of assassinations and massmurders targeting Shiites and other Pakistani religious minorities. The banned organization, Lashkare-Jhangvi continues to claim responsibility for nearly all such attacks, while its chief Deputies, Malik
Ishaq and Ghulam Rasool Shah have recently been released from prison and now roam freely around the
country holding rallies to propagate their Wahhabi-inspired sectarian hatred.
Yet despite these claims and the multitude of other theories about the real reasons and responsibility for
sectarianism in Pakistan, there is only one viable conclusion to be made: sectarian violence and murder
in Pakistan is committed by anonymous criminals acting under complete impunity from the laws of the
land. It is not an exaggeration to say that perpetrators of sectarian violence in Pakistan face no threat of
legal action or punishment. Rather they are emboldened to act by the fear and helplessness they induce in
victims’ families, communities, and society at large.
In the face of this crisis, Pakistan’s police, law enforcement agencies, and judiciary are unable or
unwilling to intervene. Whether due to fear, complacency or outright incompetence, those responsible
for investigating and prosecuting acts of sectarian violence have failed to act. The resulting lawlessness
and criminal impunity afforded to sectarian murderers has now reached unprecedented levels. It is under
these tragic circumstances that, we, the authors of this report, working on behalf of the Shia Hazara
Community of Quetta and all religious minorities of Pakistan, have resolved to publish this addendum as
both a factual update and an urgent call to action.

The Continued Deterioration of Quetta
The publication of Lashkar-e-Jhangvi’s open letter calling for genocidal extermination of the Shia Hazara
people (see page 12 of the report) marks the beginning of this current phase of sectarian mass-murder on
the streets of Quetta. In the three months immediately following the release of letter, there were at least
16 incidents of assassination and mass-murder in which 53 Shia Hazara men, women, and children were
killed and at least 75 more injured.1 During the same period not a single suspect was brought to justice,
nor were any efforts made by Balochistan’s law enforcement agencies to investigate crimes, intervene in
the community, or apprehend known suspects.
Following a relative lull in the attacks from mid-December 2011 to early February 2012—during which
time only five Hazaras were murdered—the motorcycle-borne, AK-47 wielding assassins of the LeJ have
now returned to the streets of Quetta in full force. In the past month alone, there have been at least eight

1

See page 38, Appendix B: Statistical Summary of Murders of Shia Hazara, 1998-Present.
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such attacks, taking place in broad daylight at point blank range on the bustling streets of Quetta city. The
most recent of these are described below.2
•

Monday 26th March, 6PM (two dead): Two Hazara youth, Ejaz Hussain and Ali Asghar (ages 21
and 23) were shot dead by motorcycle-borne attackers on Sabzal Road in Quetta. The two youth
were apparently returning home from their jobs when they were spotted by the assailants who
recognized them as Hazaras. The attackers opened fire at point blank then drove off freely down
the crowed street.3

•

Thursday 29th March, 9AM: (seven dead including one woman, four injured): Five people
were killed instantly, and six others sustained injuries (of which two later succumbed), when a van
carrying people belonging to the Hazara community was ambushed on Spini Road in Quetta by
motorcycle-borne attackers. According to witnesses, the attackers sprayed the van with AK-47 fire
for approximately five minutes then drove off freely down Spini Road.4

•

Tuesday, 10th April, 4PM (six dead): Six Hazara men were shot dead while sitting drinking tea at
a neighborhood shoe repair shop. The attackers entered the store, sprayed the victims with AK-47
fire at point blank range then immediately fled on motorcycle.5

•

Thursday 12th April, 5PM (three dead, one critically injured): Assailants on motorbike
opened fire at a Hazara owned tea shop on Shahrae Iqbal Road in Quetta, killing a customer
instantly and critically injuring the owner. A few minutes later, the same men attacked another
shop belonging to the Hazara community on Archer Road, around 500 meters from Shahrae
Iqbal Road, killing the owner and one customer. The attackers escaped without hindrance on
motorcycle.6

•

Saturday 14th April, (at least eight dead, several injured): Motorcycle-borne assailants carried
out at least two separate attacks, the first an ambush of a Hazara passenger van and the second a
drive-by shooting of several Hazara men standing on a street corner near Sabzal Road in Quetta.7

The Local Response
In the wake of these attacks, anonymous individuals purporting to represent the Lashkar-e-Jhangvi have
called national media outlets to claim responsibility and again declare their genocidal intentions against
the Shia Hazara Community of Quetta. Meanwhile, the Balochistan Inspector General of Police (IGP)
has vowed to form a special task force charged with arresting the terrorists and protecting the Shia Hazara
community. He claims that joint operations between the Frontier Corps and Provincial Police have

See page 5 of the addendum for a statistical summary of recent attacks compiled by members of the NGO
Hazara Quomi Jirga.
2

The Express Tribune, “Two killed in suspected Quetta sectarian attack,” 26 March 2012. See: http://tribune.
com.pk/story/355237/two-killed-in-suspected-quetta-sectarian-attack/
3

The Express Tribune; March 29th 2012; “Targeted killings: 5 Hazaras, 2 UN workers shot dead;” see: http://
tribune.com.pk/story/357306/targeted-killings-five-hazaras-two-un-workers-shot-dead-in-quetta-mastung/
4

The Express Tribune; April 10 2012, see: http://tribune.com.pk/story/362268/community-under-assaultsix-hazaras-killed-in-quetta-sectarian-attack/
5
6

Dawn News; April 12 2012, see: http://dawn.com/2012/04/13/three-hazara-men-shot-dead/

Dawn News, 14 April 2012, “Eight Shia Muslims gunned down in Quetta” see: http://dawn.
com/2012/04/14/firing-in-quetta-kills-seven-injures-one/
7
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already “rounded up 45 suspects in five days from various locations in Quetta;” yet no evidence of the
arrests has been provided and the attacks continue unabated.8
For its part, the Balochistan High Court has also failed to respond in an effective manner. It has held
two additional 4-hour hearings (since December 2011) regarding the September 2011 Massacre at
Mastung (described in the introduction of this report). In the first, the court heard arguments on the
“maintainability” of the Suo Motto petition, which is to say that the state’s lawyers argued it was
unconstitutional for a provincial high court to entertain Suo Motto requests in crimes where no suspects
have been named. In the second hearing, on March 22nd, the chief justice questioned officials from
the Crimes Investigation Department (CID) about the progress of their investigation. In response CID
officials presented the video clip of the massacre which is widely available on YouTube and referred to
in the January edition of this report. CID officials stated that other than the video they had collected no
additional evidence, nor had they identified any suspects. The chief justice closed the hearing by stating
he was extremely disappointed in the failure of CID personnel to pursue the investigation appropriately.9

Shia Genocide in Pakistan Gains National Attention
The Hazara people of Quetta are perhaps the most densely concentrated, easily identifiable, and most
vulnerable Shia population of Pakistan. They have suffered disproportionately at the hands of sectarian
murderers who operate freely inside the country. However, their community is by no means unique in
this respect. There are numerous other Shia communities throughout the provinces of Punjab, KhyberPakhtunkhwa, and Gilgit-Baltistan who are readily targeted by sectarian terrorists, mercenaries, and
armed mobs. By various media estimates,10 at least 174 Shia men, women, and children have been
murdered in the past three months, including hundreds of individual assassinations and at least three
major roadside massacres, listed below:
•

15th January bombing attack on a religious procession in the city of Rahim Yar Kahn in which
34 Shia men and boys were killed and at least 50 injured.

•

22nd February mass-murder of 20 Shia pilgrims in the Kohistan district of KPK as they were
returning by bus to their homes in Gilgit city.

•

3rd April mass-murder of an estimated 14 to 80 Shia men and boys in the Chilas District of
Gilgit Baltistan. A convoy of least six passenger buses was stopped by armed supporters of Ahle
Sunnat Wal Jamaat (formerly Sipah-e-Sihaba); passengers were segregated by checking their
identity documents; those found or believed to be Shia Muslims were shot dead, many others
were kidnapped, while others were stoned and tortured with acid.11

The recent scourge of sectarian murder in Balochistan and throughout the country has led to a predictable
increase in the amount of attention being paid to the issue by news media and political leaders.
Numerous editorials and commentaries have been written denouncing the killings and promoting a

8

Ibid.

All information regarding Balochistan High Court hearings has been provided directly to the authors by
Barrister Iftikha Raza Khan, the Hazara community’s sole legal representative at the court.     
9

LUBP; “A U.S. citizen’s perspective on silent Shia genocide taking place in Pakistan – by Rusty Walker;” 13th
April 2012. accessed from: http://criticalppp.com/archives/75775
10

LUBP; “Eyewitness accounts of Shia genocide in Gilgit and Chilas – by Shujat Hussain Mesam,” 14 April
2012, see: http://criticalppp.com/archives/75456
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wide range of conspiratorial explanations; from the standard ‘Saudi-ISI connection’ to the more novel
‘sectarianism as a cover for reopening the American/NATO supply routes.’
Amidst the wide-ranging outrage and speculation over who is responsible for the deterioration of law and
order in, Pakistan’s federal judiciary has vocally demanded accountability from the Provinces. Supreme
Court Chief Justice Iftikhar Mohammad Chaudhry convened a series of three-member panel hearings over
the past two weeks (April 3rd-13th) in which he angrily accused the Balochistan Home Minister, Inspector
General of Police (IGP), and other members of the Balochistan government of failing to uphold basic law
and order in the province. During successive hearings he threatened to suspend the IGP and at least three
District Superintendents of Police for failing to cooperate or present themselves for questioning, either
in person or in writing. Chief Justice Chaudhry has promised to continue to convene panel hearings on
Balochistan throughout the month of April, or until the situation shows signs of progress.

Next Steps
The authors of this report, working on behalf of the Shia Hazara community and all religious minorities
of Pakistan, recommend building on this current momentum to create a nationwide social and political
movement. Following from the demands made by Supreme Court Chief Justice Chaudhry, this movement
will seek to immediately restore constitutional rights, law enforcement accountability, and security for all
religious minorities of Pakistan.
Toward this end, the movement will pursue the following activities:
1. Develop and publish fact-finding and investigative reports that objectively document the ongoing
situations of sectarian violence, religious discrimination, and human rights violations in Pakistan.
2. Convene internal dialogue, solicit feedback, and enable collaborative strategizing from the
various stakeholders of the movement; Shiites, Non-Muslim minorities, and all concerned citizens
of Pakistan.
3. Disseminate published reports to key officials inside the Government of Pakistan, the Armed
Forces, Law Enforcement Agencies, and the Judiciary.
4. Liaise with and lobby key officials around the movement; educate and empower government
officials and politicians to become effective advocates for religious freedom in Pakistan; work
in partnership with key officials to develop legislation and programs (legal, political, and law
enforcement) to combat and discourage religious violence in Pakistan.
5. Disseminate published reports to key officials inside foreign governments, relevant nongovernmental agencies, and multilateral institutions such as the United Nations; educate and
empower non-Pakistani officials to apply pressure and demand action to protect the rights of
religious minorities inside Pakistan.
6. Conduct coordinated media and popular awareness campaigns around the causes of the organization.
a. Work closely with Pakistani and international news media outlets and journalists to enable
publication of key findings of the organization’s research and reports.
b. Build partnerships with like-minded Pakistani civil society organizations in order to develop
broad-based popular awareness campaigns.
c. Create a comprehensive social media/video/web platform to effectively communicate the
causes of the organization, build broad-based popular support, and enable collaboration
amongst supporters.
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What You Can Do
As a starting point, we ask that all concerned individuals carefully read the attached report and take up
the cause of the Shia Hazara of Quetta as their own. Following that we ask that you join us in building a
nationwide movement to restore law enforcement accountability and constitutional rights for every citizen
at every level of our society. We ask that you become a vocal advocate for religious freedom, personal
security, and due process of law as provided for under Chapter One of the Constitution of the Islamic
Republic of Pakistan.
We ask that you join us in taking a stand to end once and for all the criminal impunity that has been
afforded religiously motivated criminal psychopaths in our society. For so long as sectarian murderers
roam freely and act with impunity, no one is safe. Without basic law enforcement and guarantees of
justice for minorities and other vulnerable groups of citizens, our entire nation is under threat. Please join
us in promoting this report and restoring justice and rule of law in Pakistan.
Contact us at: shiahazarapakistan@gmail.com
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Appendix 1: List Of Hazara Citizens Murdered In Quetta;
From January 2012 To April 2012
Name of Victim

Age

Place of Murder

Date of Murder

Occupation

1.

Muhammad Anwar

60

Mecongi Road

25 Jan 2012

Retd. Govt. Servant

2.

Abid Nazish

36

Mecongi Road

25 Jan 2012

T.V. Artist

3.

Walayat Hussain

50

Mecongi Road

25 Jan 2012

F.I.A.

4.

Nazir Hussain

PodhGali Choke

26 Mar 2012

Welder

5.

Alam Khan

Aspani Road

29 Mar 2012

6.

Hafiz Ullah

Aspani Road

29 Mar 2012

7.

Khadim Hussain

Aspani Road

29 Mar 2012

8.

Ms. Bakht Jamal

Aspani Road

29 Mar 2012

9.

Sakhi Ghulam

Aspani Road

29 Mar 2012

10.

Zafar Ali

Aspani Road

29 Mar 2012

11.

Ashiq Hussain

Aspani Road

31 Mar 2012

12.

Mubarak Shah

Faisal Town

29 Mar 2012

13.

Nadir Ali

Aspani Road

29 Mar 2012

14.

Ali Akbar

Mecongi Road

03 April 2012

Medical Store owner

15.

Ali Raza

Mecongi Road

03 April 2012

Shoes Maker

16.

Qurban Ali

Prince Road

09 April 2012

Shoes Maker

17.

Muhammad Hussain

Prince Road

09 April 2012

Shoes Maker

18.

Shabir Hussain

Prince Road

09 April 2012

Shoes Maker

19.

Nadir Ali

Prince Road

09 April 2012

Shoes Maker

20.

Aziz Ullah

Prince Road

09 April 2012

Shoes Maker

21.

Mama Abdul Karim

Prince Road

09 April 2012

Shoes Maker

22.

Ahmed Hussain

Qandari Bazar

12 April 2012

Tea Store owner

23.

Noor Muhammad

Qandari Bazar

12 April 2012

Tea Store owner

24.

Akbar

AbdulSatar Road

13 April 2012

Security guard

25.

Killi Ibrahimzai

15 April 2012

26.

Killi Ibrahimzai

15 April 2012

27.

Killi Ibrahimzai

15 April 2012

28.

Killi Ibrahimzai

15 April 2012

29.

Killi Ibrahimzai

15 April 2012

30.

Killi Ibrahimzai

15 April 2012

31.

Sabzal Road

15 April 2012

Sabzal Road

15 April 2012

32.

Gul Muhammad
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